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Getting under your skin
Merry 2016 everyone! Your favourite
magazine is back with our blinking,
shivering, sneezing ANATOMY issue.
Inspired by the University of Aberdeen’s
very own headline making Anatomy
Department we bring you a sensory
experience from bionic hands to brain
maps.
With the New Year brings a new team
of editors, writers, bloggers and designers
into the mix, and we couldn’t be more
excited for you to taste their wares. On
page 7 Elizabeth Hay gives us a rundown of
anatomical history so you’re well prepared
for what’s to come. Don’t look now but
Danny Schnitzler talks dyschromatopsia
on page 9, and our double page spread
put together by Ali Thomson and Vanessa
de Mello looks at our five senses. Olga
Jarosinska asks you to put down your
smartphone for a second and save some
brain cells to read her article on page
12, and Anna Ashton talks mapping grey
matter on page 16. From scans to surgery,
Nicolas Scrutton describes how an Italian
doctor and his team aim to chance the face
of medicine *ahem* by conducting the very
first head transplant on page 17. If you
can’t stomach a head transplant, Laura
Krieger’s piece on prosthetics on page 18
might be more to your taste.
We would like to thank the Anatomy
department at the University of Aberdeen
for inspiring and partially sponsoring this
issue. We’d also like to thank you, dear
readers, for your undying support and love
for our magazine which we work so hard
to produce. If your senses need tingling
between now and our next issue in April
don’t forget to check out the blog at ausm.
org.uk. If you want to get in touch with us
please go ahead, you can email us at info@
ausm.org.uk, tweet us @AUScienceMag or
check out our Facebook page.
We’re always on the lookout for folks
that are inspired by bringing science to
everyone, so if you’re interested in writing,
editing, designing or blogging for us please
get in touch.
Cara Green and Laura Machado Toyos
Editors – in – Chief
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NEWS

LEADING FUNGAL RESEARCH CHOSEN FOR PRESTIGIOUS
SCIENCE EXHIBITION
Leading researchers at the
University of Aberdeen, the
Aberdeen Fungal Group, have won
an exhibition space at the UK’s most
prestigious science showcase. The
group’s research, into potentially lifethreatening fungi, will be displayed
at the 2016 Royal Society Summer
Exhibition, an annual festival of
outstanding research from across the
UK. The exhibition will be held in
London in July.
The Aberdeen Fungal Group is one

of the largest leading groups in the
field. Their presentation at the event
will be based on research performed
in collaboration with 12 other
institutions from the UK through a
£5.1 million Wellcome Trust Strategic
Award. The exhibit, entitled ‘Killer
Fungus’, will demonstrate the role
of fungi in potentially deadly, human
infections and how this problem
can be tackled. The exhibition is
an interactive event where the
researchers will engage with the
visitors, which include school pupils

STUDY TO IDENTIFY MOST UNDERSTANDABLE
TREATMENT INFORMATION

There will also be a fungal research
exhibition at the Aberdeen Science
Centre in spring, which is part of
a public engagement programme,
which is supported by the University’s
public engagement with research
team and also by the University’s
Wellcome Trust Institutional Strategic
Support Fund.

The scientists explored Maerl, the
collective name for coralline red
algae and associated organisms,
and discovered multiple invasive
alien species in these communities.
These species are known to affect
Eastern Mediterranean shallow-water
communities, and now the team have
established that they also affect deepwater communities in the area, that
survive in colder waters with lowlight levels. The alien species, which
include fireworms and red seaweed,
are a threat to the native species of
the seabed and could have a major
impact on the ecosystem.

VISIT A US M . ORG . UK TO CHECK OUT OUR SCIENCE BLOG!

to humans and livestock, so careful
management of the extraction of
shale gas from this site will be
required. The UK has a robust oil
and gas regulatory system in place,
covering well construction and
environmental permits for example,
so it is unlikely that environmental
problems will be caused by this
selenium-rich site. On the contrary, it
may pose a commercial opportunity
for companies as selenium is a rare
element, demand for which is set to
increase.

University of Aberdeen researchers
are exploring the best way of
presenting information about
treatments to patients. The study
will present information in a variety
of different formats to volunteers to
determine which format is the most
understandable and helpful to people
who are deciding on treatments.
Researchers are calling for members
of SHARE, NHS Scotland’s register of
health study volunteers, to participate
in the study – the largest call yet.
Approximately 48,000 people on
the SHARE register (those on the
register who have supplied an email
address) will be invited to take part
in the study, which is part of the
Image Source: https://flic.kr/p/4xUbdm Creator: Gilberto Taccari Licence: CC BY 2.0
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A recent study performed by
researchers at the University of
Aberdeen has found large quantities
of a toxic element in a site to be used
for shale gas extraction. High levels of
selenium were found in rock samples
taken from the Bowland Shale in
the North of England. The finding
raises concerns that high levels of
the element may be released into
groundwater during the drilling or
‘fracking’ process. This is likely to
lead to levels in the groundwater
that exceed the maximum amount
permitted for drinking water. High
levels of selenium can be harmful

and policy makers.

ALIEN SPECIES DISCOVERED FOLLOWING DEEP-SEA
DIVING EXPEDITION
Potentially harmful alien species
have recently been discovered off
the Island of Rhodes, in the Eastern
Mediterranean, by researchers from
Oceanlab, University of Aberdeen.
The marine scientists explored poorly
understood communities of the
seabed by diving to extreme depths of
up to 55 metres – a challenge due to
physiological limitations. The team,
which was led by Professor Frithjof
Kuepper of Oceanlab and Dr Martin
Sayer from the NERC National Facility
for Scientific Diving, included 3
professional divers and PhD student,
Vivian Louizidou.

UK SHALE SITE CONTAINS HIGH LEVELS OF TOXIC
ELEMENT

EU-funded project, DECIDE. The
participants will not be asked about
their own health, but instead, they
will be shown different versions of
summaries of findings tables for
various health problems from ear
infections and heart disease.
Coordinator of DECIDE, Professor
Shaun Treweek from the University’s
Health Services Research Unit at
Aberdeen directs a large part of
DECIDE’s work with the public. The
study started in December 2015 and
will be carried out over the internet.
The researchers are not looking for
people with certain health conditions,
therefore, the majority of people on
the SHARE register will be eligible to
take part.

NEW NITROGEN CENTRE: N-CIRCLE
University of Aberdeen
environmental scientists are
teaming up with colleagues from the
University of Cambridge, Scotland’s
Rural College (SRUC), ADAS, the
University of East Anglia and nine
leading Chinese institutions to form
a major new centre to target the
problems related to nitrogen use and
pollution from agriculture. The £7
million Centre will be called N-Circle,
and will focus on the importance of
recycling nitrogen resources, closing
the nitrogen cycle and dealing with
all features of the nitrogen cycle such
as soil microbiology, crop protein
storage and livestock nutrition.

Au WINTER 2016

Led by Professor Pete Smith from
the Institute of Biological and
Environmental Sciences at the
University of Aberdeen, the Centre
will receive funding from sources
in China, in addition to just under
£3 million from the Newton Fund
and BBSRC in the UK. Head of the
School of Biological Sciences at the
University of Aberdeen, Professor Liz
Baggs, stated: “We are delighted to
be leading this new Centre at such
a challenging time for sustainable
global agriculture, and we look
forward to working with our partners
in the UK and China to ensure our
research delivers global impact.”
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aimed at curing the motor neurone
problems. Parson’s paper, published
in Annals of Neurology, highlights the
need to expand our research beyond
the nervous system and aim to identify
every organ system within the body
that might be affected. This could
lead to further understanding of the
molecular mechanism behind the
disease, which is currently not fully
understood, and in return can provide
a cue to a new therapeutic strategy.
Professor Parson states: “This new
information provides us with an
entirely new avenue for research and
the development of potential therapies
for this devastating disease.”

Image Source: https://flic.kr/p/8jGfug Creator: Raul Luna Licence: CC BY 2.0

Great advances have been made
in understanding Spinal Muscular
Atrophy (SMA), the most common
genetic cause of infant death.
Professor Simon Parson, Chair
in Anatomy at the University
of Aberdeen, and colleagues at
Edinburgh, Oxford and University
College London have shown that
an inadequate vascular supply may
contribute to the disease pathology.
SMA is described as a childhood Motor
Neurone Disease (MND), however
this new research shows yet another
facet to this multisystem disorder.
At present, there is no cure for SMA,
and therapeutic strategies tend to be

Image Source: https://flic.kr/p/qGTJ7z Title: Emiliano Ortiz Licence CC BY 2.0

RESEARCHERS ADVANCE UNDERSTANDING OF GENETIC
CHILDHOOD ILLNESS

Image Source: https://flic.kr/p/aLCEKT Creator: Derek Keats Licence: CC BY 2.0

NEWS

COMPOSED BY ELIZABETH HAY,
ANNA ASHTON, KRISTINA HARRISON, ZOE MCKELLAR AND ALI THOMSON

EVENTS

22 January | 18:00 – 20:00 | Aberdeen Science Centre

BRITISH SCIENCE WEEK 11 – 20 MARCH
A nationwide celebration of science, technology,
engineering and maths, featuring events
and activities for all ages. Don’t miss these
highlights, including:

WINTER NIGHT AT THE MUSEUMS

GATTACA: IS THIS THE FUTURE OF HUMAN GENETICS?

The Zoology museum, Aberdeen Biodiversity Centre,
King’s museum and the Special Collections Centre in the
Sir Duncan Rice Library will be open and hosting fun
activities including crafts and object handling.

Film screening and talk.

30 January | 18:00 – 20:30 | University of Aberdeen
Museums

CAFÉ MED: EXCELLENT RESEARCH DRIVES
EXCELLENT CARE: HUNTINGTON’S DISEASE

FUTURE DEBATES: COULD YOU FALL IN LOVE WITH A
ROBOT?

Professor Zosia Miedzybrodzka, Dr Karen Keenan and Ms
Daniela Rae discuss research in Aberdeen and new trials
of medicines for Huntington’s disease.

Aberdeen Science Centre and the Aberdeen Astronomical
Society host an evening under the night sky.

Join us for a thought-provoking evening of debate focusing
on our future as humans. What is it that separates us from
a computer program or android? Is it our emotions and
creativity? Could computers take over where human flaws
lead to poor decisions?
11 February | 19:00 | Satrosphere Science Centre | Free,
booking at future-debate-aberdeen.eventbrite.co.uk
TARLAND TALKS: VIEWING THE NIGHT SKY
Learn how to set up a telescope to view the night sky with
Neville Brown of the Aberdeen Astronomical Society.
17 February | 19:30 – 20:30 | MacRobert Hall | Tarland
Admission £4 | no booking required
CAFÉ MED: SAVE YOUR BACON
Professor Graeme Murray and Dr Silvia Gratz discuss
meat consumption and the link with cancer.
22 February | 18:00 – 20:00 | Suttie Centre | Foresterhill
CAFÉ SCIENTIFIQUE: COLLECTIVE ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR
Dr Francesco Ginelli discusses the, often spectacular,
behaviours of social animals and how maths can help us
to understand them.
24 February | 19:00 – 21:00 | Waterstones | Aberdeen
AU TALKS
Following the success of the first AuTalks night, we will be
hosting our next event on Thursday 25th February. If you
are a student and wish to give a talk on a topic in science,
technology engineering or maths get in touch at info@
ausm.org.uk.
Follow our Facebook page to stay up to date: Au Science
Magazine.
25 February | 8pm | Cellar 35 | Aberdeen
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A HISTORY NOT TO DELETE
ELIZABETH HAY dissects the history of human anatomy

Hu

man anatomy – the study of
our own form and structure
– provides the foundation
which allows us to understand how
our bodies work. It is therefore
crucial for the development of
modern-day medicine.

15 March | 6pm | Belmont Filmhouse | Free, but tickets
required (available at the Belmont Filmhouse)

The study of human anatomy dates as
far back as 400 BC. Greek anatomist
and physician, Hippocrates, was one
of the first to observe and use logic
to understand disease, rather than
superstition or religion. However, in
this period knowledge was limited,
due to the lack of anatomical
dissection.

14 March | 18:00 – 20:00 | Suttie Centre | Foresterhill
TARLAND TALKS: SPARKS IN TARLAND
Dr Ken Skeldon demonstrates exciting, rarely seen
electricity experiments. Scotland’s largest high-voltage
musical Tesla Coil will be on show.
16 March | 19:30 – 20:30 | MacRobert Hall | Tarland
Admission £4 (under 18s free) | No booking required
CAFÉ SCIENTIFIQUE: HOW DO WE FIND OIL
Professor John Howell explains how oil is found and
produced and what lies ahead for the industry in a low
carbon future.
16 March | 19:00 – 21:00 | Waterstones Aberdeen | Free |
No booking required
BRING YOUR OWN BRAIN VI
Short neuroscience presentations on how the brain allows
us to compete and participate in sport.
16 March | 6pm | Free | No booking required | Suttie
Centre Lecture Theatre | Foresterhill
SKEPTICS IN THE PUB WITH THE BBC QI ELF
17 March | 7:30pm | Holburn Bar | Booking required (£5/
£3) | Visit www.abdn.ac.uk/engage/nsew for details
MUSEUM LATES: ICE AND FIRE
Adult only special science themed evening with music,
animal handling and a rare opportunity to explore the
museum at night. Cash bar available.
18 March | University of Aberdeen Zoology Museum |
£6/4 tickets available via science week website | www.
abdn.ac.uk/engage/nsew or www.britishscienceweek.org/
aberdeen

VISIT A US M . ORG . UK TO CHECK OUT OUR SCIENCE BLOG!

Image Source: www.flickr.com/photos/epsos/8116279888 Creator: epSos.de. Licence: CC BY 2.0

STARGAZING AT SATROSPHERE

In Roman times, the Greek physician,
Claudius Galen learnt much about
anatomy whilst living in Rome.
He treated gladiators’ wounds
and dissected animals, as human
dissection was banned at this time.
He wrote about his observations,
and although he had never dissected
a human body, his descriptions of
the skeleton and muscles were very
accurate. He described how organs
worked together in systems and the
relationship between their structure
and function.
Scientists use images, diagrams
and graphs to convey their findings
visually. As the saying goes, “a picture
paints a thousand words”. Throughout
history, art plays an important role
in documenting the observations of
anatomists and physicians. In the 15th
century, Leonardo Da Vinci believed
that visual representation captured
the human form and its workings. To
understand and describe anatomy in
this way, you need to be able to see it
first hand. In fact, the term “autopsy”
comes from the Greek meaning
“seeing with one’s own eyes”. Da
Vinci carried out human dissections
and documented what he saw in
detailed drawings. These include
studies of the mechanical functions of
the skeleton and muscles, and one of
the earliest drawings of a foetus in the
womb.
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Andreas Vesalius, a Belgian born
anatomist of the 16th century, is
regarded as the founder of modern
anatomy. He was highly innovative in
his teaching methods. He famously
published a complete atlas of the
human body, ‘De Humani Corporis
Fabrica’. He also carried out public
dissections, in Padua, Italy, of
executed criminals, who were made
available to Vesalius by a judge who
was interested in his anatomical
work. His drawings of the human
body show the skeleton and muscles
in action, by depicting the body in
certain poses. Although these were
drawings of dissected cadavers, they
were the first images that helped
understand how the living body works
and moves.
In the early 17th century, English born
William Harvey made a breakthrough
discovery about blood circulation,
which corrected some of the early
ideas of anatomists. He studied at
the University of Padua, where the
influence of Vesalius’ observational
approach was still strong. By
following in his footsteps, Harvey
made the influential discovery that
the heart is a pump which circulates

THROUGHOUT
HISTORY, ART PLAYS
AN IMPORTANT ROLE
IN DOCUMENTING
THE OBSERVATIONS
OF ANATOMISTS AND
PHYSICIANS
blood around the body.
The 18th century, Scottish physician
and anatomist William Hunter, along
with his brother John, a surgeon and
skilled dissector himself, published
‘The anatomy of the human gravid

uterus’. This publication depicted
life-size, realistic illustrations
of babies in the womb (a gravid
uterus). William discovered that
the blood vessels of the mother are
separate from that of the baby in
the womb and used illustrations to
demonstrate this. Another means by
which William chose to convey the
true form of the gravid uterus was
to create plaster casts of dissected
pregnant women and paint them in
life-like colours. These provided new
teaching tools for anatomy students,
and were revolutionary for the time.
William taught anatomy in London,
encouraging his students to perform
dissections themselves, while John
became his brother’s assistant.
However, the brothers had to turn to
dubious methods to source the vast
number of bodies that they required;
John and William were essentially
responsible for initiating the bodysnatching trade.
The most famous anatomy text
and teaching tool today is Gray’s
Anatomy, first published in 1858 in
London. It was written by Henry
Gray and illustrated by Henry Carter,
who both performed the necessary
dissections. This text is still used by
medical students today, although it
has been updated many times and,
now in its 41st edition, the drawings
have been replaced with modern day
images, such as computer-generated
illustrations, photographs and x-rays.
The history of anatomy demonstrates
significant changes in both the way
we approach human anatomy and the
way we use art to convey our findings.
The approaches of these, and many
other, significant anatomists has led
to the development of innovative
teaching tools. What we know about
human anatomy continues to grow
every day and contributes to the
advancement of the surgery and
medical practices.
ELIZABETH HAY is a phd student in medical
sciences
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PERCEPTION

GO HOME,

THE SOCIAL CELLS

YOU’RE

DYSCHROMATOPSIC
Lorenzo Croce explores the topic of mirror neurons

Image source: https://flic.kr/p/cYZsZ9 Creator: Brian Burt License CC BY 2.0

One of the most important circuits
in the brain responsible for social
interaction, is the recently discovered
mirror neuron system. Mirror
neurons do not make up a continuous
area in the brain, instead they are
distributed throughout various
sensory and motor areas of the
cerebral cortex. What makes these
cells unique is their intrinsically
social faculties: they activate when
we make a movement or when we
feel through our senses. This system
is also triggered when we perceive
another individual involved in the
same experience.
Mirror neurons were first discovered
in the brains of macaques, a species
of monkey. A group of Italian
researchers observed that cells
fired when the monkey reached for
a peanut, but also when it saw a
human performing the same action.
At first, the function of these neurons
was thought to be only related to
movement, so they were named
motor mirror neurons. Further
research has found that the mirror
neuron system is also present in the
human brain, where it is not only
present in motor areas but also in
the neural networks for pain and

8

touch. These so called sensory mirror
neurons activate both when we feel
a sensation ourselves, and when we
look at someone else being touched
or pinched.
One might wonder why we do not
feel anything when they activate
in response to someone else’s
experience. The inhibition of the
mirror response is carried out by
the frontal cortex. If these frontal
inhibitory circuits are damaged, some
subjects will actually start mimicking
other people’s actions without control,
as is the case in a disorder called
echopraxia. Furthermore, while
mirror neurons don’t make a healthy
individual mimic movements, they
do have subtle physiological effects.
The “mirror signals” of these cells
generate a shift in the value electric
potential in the muscle tissue.
Whilst this does not necessarily
lead to uncontrollable movement, it
predisposes the individual to readily
imitate the actions of those around

HYPEREMPATHY:
AN ACTUAL
MANIFESTATION OF A
SHARED CONSCIOUS
EXPERIENCE
him or her.
The existence of mirror systems
in the brain is evidenced by how
observed mirrored behaviours
survive, even when the anatomic
counterpart is missing. Amputees are
observed to feel relief from pain in

A

a “phantom limb”, just by watching
the same limb being massaged on
another person. The effect of shared
perceptions is a powerful one, and
can also be recreated in healthy
subjects by anaesthetising selected
nerves. This neural process, in
which only one person receives the
sensory stimulus but two or more
individuals feel the percept has
been denominated hyperempathy: a
manifestation of a shared conscious
experience, an example of dissolution
of the independent self.
The evolution of humanity is a
combination of natural selection and
cultural evolution. An interesting
theory of human evolution involving
mirror neurons has been proposed by
the neuroscientist V.S. Ramachandran.
Dr Ramachandran observed the
discrepancy between the human
brain achieving its actual size
(300,000 years ago) and the “Great
Leap Forward” (75,000 years ago),
which denotes the sudden spread of
fundamental human skills such as
tool use, shelters and language.
He suggests that it was the emergence
of a sophisticated mirror neuron
system that allowed this to happen,
increasing our faculties of imitation,
teaching and learning. This way,
mirror neurons could provide a
potential answer to one of the great
unknowns in the evolution of humans.
It gives a potential explanation for
escalating and fast-paced transversal
evolution, based on the transmission
of knowledge between Homo sapiens.
Perhaps the only barrier separating
your mind from another’s is your own
skin!
LORENZO CROCE IS AN undergraduate in
Neuroscience with Psychology

VISIT A US M . ORG . UK TO CHECK OUT OUR SCIENCE BLOG!

couple of weeks ago, I went to
see a band play at a bar, where
every good story begins, but
how about good science? By the time
I left, I had made some friends and
together we stepped out into the
blueish lamp-lit street, where our
conversation turned to hair colours.
My hair, being a brilliant shade
of lilac, became the focus of the
conversation, however the drunkest
in the group insisted that it was blue.
That may have been because of
the light on the street, but it got me
thinking about how our perceptions
of the environment may change after
a few pints and how this might affect
our perception of colour.

Image Source: https://flic.kr/p/6UEsc8 Image Creator: Look Into My Eyes Lisense: CC BY 2.0

It

was Aristotle who first labelled
Man as a social animal. Biology
has finally caught up and can
prove the famous Greek philosopher’s
theory. The science behind the
distinctive social traits of Homo
sapiens can now be explained. In the
21st century, neurobiology can apply
a systematic approach to human
behaviour. This allows researchers
to extrapolate the cognitive rules
and biological underpinnings of our
unique social capabilities.

Danny Schnitzler takes a look at the disorder of colour vision

First, I need to explain how we
perceive colour when we’re sober.
Colours are simply light waves of
different wavelengths, which are
visible to us. Different wavelengths
correspond to different colours; for
example blue light has a wavelength
between 450 and 495 nanometers,
while the wavelength of purple light
is 380 to 420 nanometers. Other
wavelengths, such as infrared are
invisible because they are too long to
be perceived by the eyes. The light
waves that we can see are reflected
off everything including people,
puppies and pints and the reflected
light is what the object itself doesn’t
absorb. Still with me? Now this is
where our own vision comes into
play.
The next time you are gazing lovingly
into your doggy’s or partner’s eyes,
you will inevitably notice the front
of the eye. This includes the pupil,
which is something akin to a pinhole;
the iris, which is the coloured part
that controls how much light comes
in through the pupil; and the sclera,
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which is the white of the eye and
is just fibrous tissue that keeps
everything in place. Light waves come
in through the pupil, travel through
your eyeball and hit the retina at the
back of your eye. Light has to pass
through layers of retinal neurons
before hitting the photoreceptors at
the back of the retina, called cone
and rod cells. Cone cells are good for
seeing in bright areas and perceiving

TEMPORARILY
ACQUIRED
DYSCHROMATOPSIA
CAN BE INDUCED BY
ALCOHOL
colour, while rod cells are best for not
running into a bar stool in a dimly
lit pub. Three different types of cone
cells, red, blue and green, contain
pigments, allowing us to see things
in each respective spectrum. Once
your cone and rod cells are excited
by the incoming light waves, this
information is passed to the brain via
the optic nerve. The effect of light
hitting the photoreceptors is also
controlled by the receptive fields,
which act as a sort of bullseye. If
the incoming light is not on target,
stop signals are sent out to prevent
that sensory information from being
processed. Finally, the optic nerve
sends this information to the primary
visual cortex at the back of the brain.
Here’s the exciting bit. Temporarily
acquired dyschromatopsia, a disorder

of colour vision, can be induced by
alcohol and it occurs mainly in the
yellow-blue range of light waves,
with a particular sensitivity of blue
cone cells. When test subjects were
given alcohol (all in the name of
science, of course), there were
significantly more errors in the
blue-yellow ranges and blue-green
or blue-purple were both perceived
as blue. Those unlucky souls that
cannot experience the full chromatic
spectrum of St Patrick’s Day, in other
words, people who are congenitally
colour blind, may provide some
insight into what happens to colour
perception when you’re drunk. Errors
in colour vision may arise from lack
of cone cell pigments or changes in
pigment action, but where does the
booze come into play? This was a
hot topic in the 1970s and 80s – often
studied in conjunction with the effects
of marijuana, and the results of a
handful of studies suggest that alcohol
may have a transient sensitivising
effect on the cone cells, affecting
how these cells react to particular
wavelengths of light. Changes in
external retinal layers may also play
a role, leading to loss of blue-yellow
colour perception. The inhibitory
effect of alcohol on neurons may
also prevent the receptive fields from
being accurately regulated.
Whether the group was collectively
suffering from transient
dyschromatopsia, or whether it was
simply the blue hue of the streetlight,
I shall never again question the drunk
zombies jaywalking their way home.

DANNY SCHNITZLER IS an undergraduate in
Biomedical Sciences
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Eye eye, what do we have ‘ear
then?
Ali Thomson explains the anatomy of the five senses
Sight, touch, sound, smell, and taste are what we’d describe as our traditional senses. Let’s have a closer look at how
they work, both individually and cooperatively.
DO MY EYES DECEIVE ME?
Our eyes are incredibly intricate
organs, designed to be able to
adapt to different stimuli. When
light enters the pupil, it stimulates
photoreceptors at the back of the
eye in a structure called the retina.
These photoreceptors are split into
two types: rods and cones. Rods
detect movement, and cones detect
fine detail and colour. These rods
and cones create a nerve impulse,
which is sent to the part of the brain
that deals with sight: the occipital
lobe, located at the very back of the
brain.
The coloured ring at the front of the
eye, the iris, is actually a muscle
that dilates and contracts to control
the size of the pupil, and therefore
regulates how much light enters the
eye.
Behind the pupil is the lens, which is
controlled by the cilliary body. This
contains a small muscle, the cilliary
muscle, which connects the lens to
the iris. It works by flattening the
lens in order to see further away, and
making it more round to see objects
close up.
A TOUCH OF ANATOMY
Our sense of touch is controlled by
different types of receptors in the
skin. They are sensitive to touch,
pain, temperature, and pressure.
Whenever these sensors are
stimulated, we activate a reflex arc.
One great example is if we hold our
hand over a naked flame. Our

Fun Facts

1. Your eyeballs stay the same size
from birth to death, while your nose
and ears continue to grow.
2. There are about 39 million people
that are blind around the world.
3. A fingerprint has 40 unique
characteristics, but an iris has 256,
a reason retina scans are increasingly
being used for security purposes.
4. “Red eye” occurs in photos because

light from the flash bounces off the
back of the eye. The choroid, located
behind the retina is rich in blood
vessels, which make it appear red on
film.

5. To protect our eyes they are

positioned in a hollowed eye socket,
while eyebrows prevent sweat dripping
into your eyes and eyelashes keep dirt
out of your eyes.

sensory neuron sends an electrical
impulse up its axon to a relay neuron
in the spinal cord, which carries the
impulse to the brain. Upon receipt
of the impulse, the brain sends out
an appropriate response via a motor
neuron. In this case, the appropriate
response would be to move our hand
away from the flame.

DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?
Our sense of hearing is the
interpretation of sound waves
by our brain. Sound waves enter
the ear canal and travel to the
middle ear, where they meet the
eardrum. This moves 3 tiny bones,
the malleus, incus, and stapes, and
in turn this movement is detected
by mechanoreceptors found on
hair cells containing cilia. The
movement of these cilia creates
a nerve impulse, which travels
to the brain, where the sound is
interpreted.
That isn’t all our ears do though!
Our ears are also responsible for
maintaining balance. Again this
is achieved through interpretation
of the movement of the cilia in the
inner ear. When we are in constant
motion, the fluid around the cilia is
also in constant motion, which is in
turn interpreted as motion sickness
by many of us.
SOMETHING SMELLS FISHY

the little bumps
on our tongues are
not actually taste
buds – they are
called
papillae

Your sense of smell is actually called
‘Olfaction’. This is because the top
of your nasal cavity is lined with
olfactory cells which have cilia (just
like in the ear) which are attached
to olfactory nerve fibres. Your
olfactory cells are ‘chemoreceptors’,
which means they sense different
chemicals. In this case, when you
breathe in you are sensing different
chemicals in the air.

Fun Facts

1. We have more pain nerve endings
than any other type of nerve and
we have over 100 touch receptors in
each fingertip.
2. The least sensitive part of our
body is the middle back and the most
sensitive parts are lips, neck, face,
hands, tongue and feet.
3. Your sense of touch gets worse
as you age.

4. People can be “touch-blind”,

a condition known as Primary
Sensory Neuropathy, where our
mechanoreceptors don’t work.

5. Your emotions can warp how you
experience pleasure and pain.

TASTY TASTY ANATOMY
As you’ve probably noticed before,
your sense of smell and taste work
very closely together. Just like our
olfactory cells, our taste buds use
chemoreceptors to taste different
flavours. Unlike our sense of smell
which can detect anything, our
tongues can only sense five different
types of taste: sour, sweet, bitter,
salty and umami.
Interestingly, the little bumps on
our tongues are not actually taste
buds – they are called papillae.
Our tastebuds are found in the
grooves between each papilla. Much
the same as our sense of smell,
chemoreceptors in our taste buds
detect chemicals in our food, and
send messages to the brain, which
will work out what the taste is.

Fun Facts

1. The ear never stops working.
Even when we are asleep the ear
continues to hear sound, but the
brain shuts it out.
2. Ears are self-cleaning. Pores in
the ear canal produce cerumen, or
ear wax, and tiny hairs, called cilia,
push the wax out of the ear.
3. The number one cause of hearing
loss is exposure to excessively loud
sounds – 85 decibels or higher, for
example a food blender is around
88dB.
4. Not all living creatures hear with
ears. Snakes use jawbones, fish
respond to pressure changes, and
male mosquitoes use antennae.

Fun Facts

1. Your scent cells are renewed every
28 days, so every four weeks you get
a new “nose”.

5. The inner ear is no larger than a
pencil eraser in circumference.

2. Research has shown that smell
is the sense most linked to our
emotional recollection.
3. One of the most evocative smells
from childhood is crayons.

4. The sense of smell is the first

of all our senses to develop. Even
before we are born, our sense of
smell is fully formed and functioning.

5. While humans each have a
favourite smell, so too do animals.
Cats like the smell of valerian, lions
a mint smell and camels like the smell
of tobacco.

Fun Facts

1. Tastebuds aren’t just on your
tongue, they can be found on the
roof of your mouth, your tonsils, and
your oesophagus.
2. Contrary to popular belief,
different sections of your tongue
are not responsible for each taste.
Your whole tongue can identify every
taste!
3. 80% of what we experience as
taste is actually smell.

4. Our sense of taste fades with
age, much like the rest of our
senses.

5. Ageusia is the complete loss of

taste. The opposite, hypergeusia, is a
heightened sense of taste.
Ali Thomson is a phd student in medical sciences
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UNPLUGGED

THE NEW BIONIC HANDS
Laura Machado explores new technology at the tips of our fingers

DIGITAL AMNESIA
Olga Jarosinska questions if smartphones are taking the “smart” out of us

Sm
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artphones, computers,
tablets. We use them for
everything, from storing
telephone numbers and pictures to
looking up the name of a song that
you simply cannot remember. We
are seemingly unable to live without
all the information they store for us.
However, what effect does all this
have on our brains, and our ability to
remember events?
A Russian software institution,
Kaspersky Lab, has investigated
how we rely on our digital gadgets
as a default storage place for our
everyday information. The study
was performed with the help of
psychologist Dr Maria Wimber from
University of Birmingham, and PhD
student Kathryn Mills from University
College London. Their research was
based on data gathered from 6000
European consumers. It has shown
that people across all age groups, and
equally among men and women, are
willing to forget information, trusting
that their digital device will store and
remember it for them. They called
this phenomenon “digital amnesia”.
The researchers tested the subjects’
memory, by their ability to remember
telephone numbers. Up to 60%
could remember the telephone
numbers they had when they were
aged ten, but more than half could
not remember their child’s or work
number and a third could not recall
their partner’s. So how does this
happen?
There are two types of memory: longterm memory and short-term working
memory. Different parts of the
brain are responsible for them. The
mechanism for the latter is unknown,
however long-term memory is based
on something called long term
potentiation. This is the strengthening
of the connections – synapses,
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between brain cells. With increased
repetition of information, the signal
transmission between cells increases.
This causes changes at the synapses
by intensifying their connection and
therefore help to keep them active
for longer. Many of the participants
of the study grew up before mobile
phones were introduced, so at the age
of ten they had to recall their phone
number every time they called home.

ABOUT 21% DO NOT
USE ANY SORT OF
SAFETY SOFTWARE
ON THEIR DEVICES

Therefore, with more practice, it
was easier for them to remember the
information for longer.
We also use digital devices to store
hundreds of images. They are a
powerful reminder of past events,
however, they may cause a bias in
what we remember. According to Dr
Wimber, we could be more likely to
forget events that were not saved as
a picture. Additionally, the effort put
into getting a good picture might be
a distraction from properly encoding
the event in our long-term memory.
Our internet-connected gadgets are
not only helping us to remember
things, but are also a tool for finding
information. However, the habit of
“googling” enquiries makes us prone
to “directed forgetting”, whereby
it is said that the easy access to
information at any time of day and
place prevents us from committing

the information to our memory. The
Kaspersky study showed that 36%
of respondents would look up the
information online rather than try
to come up with it themselves. This
habit of very shallow processing
of information will hinder the
strengthening of the connections
between the nerve cells. This is
because less attention given to the
information will mean less firing
between synapses, making it unlikely
that long-term potentiation will
occur and therefore preventing the
formation of a long-term memory.
PhD student Kathryn Mills suggests
that having access to the internet is as
stable as having access to electricity
or running water, so the researchers
would like to explore the memory of
people without such secure access to
information online.

It

is New Year’s Eve. Dennis
Sørensen is enjoying some festive
celebrations with his wife and
kids by setting off some fireworks.
What he doesn’t know, though, is
that one of the rockets is not up to
standard. Shortly after the accident,
doctors had to amputate what was left
of Dennis’ hand.
After nine years of living under the
tag of “handicapped”, everything
changed for Dennis. Mr Sørensen was
given the opportunity to participate in
a trial that allowed him to feel again.
This was made possible by Silvestro
Micera, and his team at EPFL Center
for Neuroprosthetics and SSSA (Italy).
Dennis was selected to carry out
a trial of their latest invention: a
prosthetic hand that, for the first time
since the accident, has allowed him to
experience the sense of touch.
Bionic hands are not new to the
game. The field of personalised
neuroprosthetics has been buoyant
for the last ten years. It was then,
in 2006, when researchers at The
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna (SSSA),
in Pontedera (Italy) published
their famous paper presenting the
CyberHand. This prosthetic prototype
had built-in sensors for decoding

Kaspersky have also shown that even
though we store all our precious
information on digital devices,
we do not take good care of them.
About 21% do not use any sort of
safety software on their devices,
making information about our lives
vulnerable and easily accessed by
unwanted people.

Dennis’ accident was nine years ago,
the feasibility of this technique was
under scrutiny.
The team aimed not only to decipher
instructions the brain sends to the
hand (a task the CyberHand could
carry out ten years ago), but to also
deliver sensory feedback in the
opposite direction. This feedback
concerns the object being held, and
would serve to assess the touch
sensation. This bidirectional system
– as the researchers have coined it,
relies on implanting artificial sensors
at the right places (and in the right
nerves) so that they can return
appropriate sensory information.
Many kinds of electrodes are
surgically implanted to reach target
nerves in the patient’s brain. The
brain is stimulated through changes
in these electrodes when, for example
an object is grasped. The information
can be used to adjust the strength
of grip, acting like a true touch
experience.
However complicated these features
may seem, the practical study focused
on a universal truth on how our hands
work: we hold our keys in a different
manner to how we grab another
person’s hand, or this magazine right
now. It is this natural unconscious
behaviour that their prosthetic
attempted to imitate.
The result was that
Dennis was able to not
only control, but most
THE BIDIRECTIONAL importantly assess the
grasping force he should
SYSTEM RELIES ON
exert on an object lying
IMPLANTING ARTIFICIAL in the palm of his hand.
He could do this without
SENSORS AT THE RIGHT looking at the object,
basing his grasp solely
PLACE
on how structurally
consistent he believed
the object was – which
is key to a lifelike prosthetic. In a
situation where neural plasticity
might play against the recovery
of motor capability in long-term
amputees, Dennis’ case stands out as
a beacon of hope for other patients in
the same situation.
“Suddenly I could feel something that
I hadn’t been able to feel for nine
years,” Dennis said about his triallong experience with the hand.

S

Despite these downsides of gadgets,
there is no doubt that these
technologies greatly enrich our
lives. Additional storage space for
information is vital, as forgetting
is a natural way for our memory to
avoid becoming overloaded with
information. Nonetheless, we must
not abuse them, and sometimes it is
worthwhile to put your camera or
smartphone down to simply enjoy the
moment and trust your memories.

ILLUSTRATION BY Grace Russell
www.gracerussell.co.uk

Olga JarosiNska is AN UNDERGRADUATE IN
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
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brain signals to turn thought into
hand movement. What set Maria
Chiara Carrozza, the head of the
CyberHand project, apart, was the
concern for aesthetics.
Sadly, The CyberHand never made
a huge impact on the market due to
lack of big investors in Europe.
Things seem different this time; same
institute, different leader, and bigger
advancements. Silvestro Micera, head
of the project and neural engineer
in both the SSSA in Italy and the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne in Switzerland, published
research on a new prototype in
Science Magazine. This new bionic
hand had restored the sense of
touch in long-term amputee, Dennis
Sørensen.
As published in Science Translational
Medicine, an ideal hand prosthesis
aims to reproduce the natural
response-feedback exchange between
brain and extremities. Micera’s study
owes a big part of its success to the
fact that they were able to utilize the
natural neural motors and pathways
dedicated to hand motor control
and sensing. Subsequently, the
researchers did not have to implant
artificial ones in the patient. Because
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BE HUMAN

THE SAME 40 WEEKS

STRIVING FOR IMPERFECTION

Kristina Harrison tells us about an initiative that supports new mothers in
sub-Saharan Africa

Ahmed Nassar looks onto our most intrinsic defects

A
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Aside from all of these biological
changes, the anticipation of the birth
can also be accompanied by worries
and concerns. In the UK there are
many services and provisions to
ensure that women have ample
support during their pregnancy.
The NHS is the main source of this,
but there are also independent
groups and numerous online forums
available. Some women may be
anxious about the risk of specific
health conditions, others might
be concerned about the childbirth
process itself and some may have
minor uncertainties, for example
what to name their child.
Women in Africa, however, are faced
with much more serious and lifethreatening worries during the same
40 weeks. These women are 60 times
more likely to die during pregnancy
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or childbirth than a woman in the
UK, and new babies are over 10
times more likely not to survive.
This could be due to where the birth
actually takes place, as some women
are forced to give birth at home,
rather than at a clinic with trained
professionals. Additionally, 69% of the
world’s population of HIV sufferers
are from sub-Saharan Africa. This
means for HIV-positive mothers there
is also a concern they could pass
this onto their child, and that they
will not be able to do things such as
breastfeed.
In an attempt to combat some of these
issues, a project called Pregnancy
Twinning has been set up by Chasing
Zero. This registered charity wants to

PREGNANCY TWINNING
PROVIDES A MOTHER
BUDDY TO SUPPORT
ONE PREGNANT
WOMAN IN HER
COMMUNITY
reduce the number of AIDS-related
deaths to zero. This is in conjunction
with Tearfund and its partners in
Malawi. Chasing Zero are currently
working to provide one million people
living in sub-Saharan Africa with
access to antiretroviral treatment
(ART). The aim of Pregnancy
Twinning is to provide expectant
mothers with some simple provisions
and support, to ensure they have

a safe and healthy pregnancy and
delivery.
For a small donation of £40 (which
equates to £1 per week of pregnancy),
Pregnancy Twinning provides
a Mother Buddy to support one
pregnant woman in her community.
A Mother Buddy is a trained, trusted
Malawian mum, who will help get the
expectant mother to a health clinic
for antenatal check-ups, ensure that
the birth happens in a clinic and will
visit the mother for six months after
the birth to give advice on nutrition,
hygiene and staying healthy. If the
mother is living with HIV, ART will
also be provided to ensure that
the baby can be born HIV free. An
evaluation of the Mother Buddy
programme, completed in January
2015, found it provided almost all of
the HIV positive mothers with advice
and access to ART, which was a 50%
improvement compared to those
mothers without the programme.
After a donation has been made,
Pregnancy Twinning forwards a
photograph of the mother and her
newborn when she has given birth,
which includes information about
the delivery and health of the child.
This process usually takes two weeks,
but can be dependent upon when
the mother eventually gives birth.
This information is sent via email to
ensure that administrative costs are
kept to a minimum and that the £40
can be utilised in all ways possible.

Kristina Harrison is a molecular cell biologist
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IMPERFECTION NUMBER ONE:
THE WRIST
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Pr

egnancy can be an amazing,
but worrying time for a
mother. Whether it is the
first or third child, bringing new
life into the world is cause for
celebration and excitement. The
biological process itself is unique
and brilliant, with changes ranging
from hormonal to cardiovascular,
metabolic to musculoskeletal. The
average pregnancy lasts 280 days (or
40 weeks) although there are reports
that a women from Los Angeles
gave birth one year and ten days
after conception! During pregnancy,
the woman’s uterus will expand
to more than 500 times its normal
size and blood volume increases by
40-50%. Physiological adaptations to
pregnancy result in an increased risk
of musculoskeletal disorders and fall
injuries.

level of complexity has
been achieved by Homo
sapiens by the occurrence
of minor evolutionarily-introduced
disadvantageous anatomical features
– sometimes only eluded by state-ofthe-arts robotics. But how minor are
these features?
Anyone that has tried to design a
human-like robot will tell you that
their design was very different to the
human body. This comparison cannot
be extended much, as it only allows
comparison in the ways the bones or
metals are connected. However, if we
were to design a robot that had to eat
and digest food, we would also design
these processes very differently to
how they take place in us.

Any baseball player will tell you that
his wrists are flexible enough to do
the job. But what if we told him we
have a design in stock that would
preserve all the flexibility in his
wrist and also make it less prone to
injuries? He would be more than glad
to reduce the time he spends at the
physiotherapist every week.
If you look at the human wrist, its
ability to rotate is achieved by the two
arm bones; the radius and the ulna,
and the muscles and tendons attached
to those bones. However, if the radius
and ulna were made thicker, the wrist
would lose its ability to rotate. So here
we see a compromise being made:
we sacrifice thick wrist bones that
would be much more robust for the
flexibility that we take for granted.
HOW ROBOTS DO IT BETTER...
If you dissect any well-designed
robot, you will see that there is one
thick rod that can rotate 360 degrees,
rather than two thin rods. This way

flexibility isn’t compromised and
the robot’s arm and wrist are much
harder to break.

IMPERFECTION NUMBER TWO:
SINGLE SET OF ADULT TEETH
Our teeth become weaker with age,
but have you ever wondered why
can’t we re-grow another set of teeth,
just as we do when we are younger?
This is an issue which many adults
suffer from, and there isn’t an easy
way around this problem. If we lose a
tooth, it would have to be reimplanted

WE SACRIFICE THICK
WRIST BONES [...]
FOR THE FLEXIBILITY
THAT WE TAKE FOR
GRANTED
and there is a huge risk of infection.
THE FIX
Researchers have found that alligators
are capable of regenerating a lost
tooth up to 50 times. Their adult teeth
are kept in sockets located inside the
dental bone, just like ours. However,
under every adult tooth they have
another baby tooth which sits on stem
cells capable of giving rise to a new
dental piece when needed to. That is
exactly why we cannot re-grow teeth
just as alligators do. It is hypothesised
that the occurrence of stem cells
decreases with increasing complexity
of life. Due to our very intricate and
specialised systems, we have fewer
stem cells than other animals.

IMPERFECTION NUMBER THREE:
THE DUAL FUNCTION OF THE
THROAT Anyone that has choked on

their food will subscribe to the idea of
separating our ‘breathing tube’ (the
trachea) from our ‘eating tube’ (the
oesophagus). Since there is a brief
overlap between our oesophagus and
trachea, there is a chance that food
continues down the wrong channel,
i.e. down the trachea rather than the
oesophagus. This leads to food in our
airways, which causes us to choke
and in some cases has led to death.
Although there is a reflex mechanism
in which a flap of tissue (known as
the epiglottis) folds to block your
airways when you swallow food, this
mechanism could fail to function
at times, especially when you’re
laughing while eating.
TO FIX THIS we would need to
redesign the tube paths so that
there are no overlaps between the
oxygen consuming tube and the food
consuming tube.

IMPERFECTION NUMBER FOUR:
AGEING
Ageing is inevitable; and as we grow
older our ability to regenerate and
turn over tissues is reduced. Ageing
takes place when stem cells, which
are the building blocks of every
cell, stop working. Normally, when
these cells divide one will take form
of tissue specific cell for example a
muscle cell and the other will remain
as a stem cell. As we grow older
the stem cells are thought to divide
symmetrically into two tissue specific
cells, therefore reducing our reservoir
of stem cells and our chances of
regeneration.
THE FIX
If only we knew!
ahmed nassar is an undergraduate in mechanical
engineering
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HEADS UP

[Insert Head Here]

Anna Ashton explores the ‘Human Connectome Project’

On

e could argue that one of
the greatest challenges
in anatomy is to identify
the communication networks of the
human brain. The brain contains
an estimated 86 billion neurons,
which can connect to one another in
countless ways. The complexity of
this incredible organ is unrivalled.
Communication networks of neurons
drive every fragment of human
behaviour, emotion and endeavour,
and generate our own conscious
mind. However, we currently have a
limited understanding of how neural
networks connect to one another to
produce brain functions, behaviour
and mental states.
Introducing the Human Connectome
Project, an ambitious effort to map
the connections of the human brain,
collectively named the ‘connectome’.
It is a five year, $40 million venture,
which is comprised of a consortium
of 36 investigators spanning 11
institutions in the US and Europe.
It uses non-invasive techniques to
image neural pathways in the living
brain, to create a working map of the
brain’s circuitry. The most amazing
thing about this work, is that it can
be done without leaving a scratch on
your grey matter, but how?
The main techniques being used to
achieve this are two new types of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
The first, Diffusion Spectrum Imaging
(DSI), is used to gather information
on the structure of the neural
pathways. It works by detecting the
movement of water molecules along
nerve fibres, allowing the fibres’
locations and trajectories to be traced.
The second method, resting-state
functional MRI (rs-fMRI), measures
the activity of the brain at rest. The
data is used to predict which areas
are functionally linked, based on
the assumption that areas which
consistently have correlations in
activity, are working together in
some way. Behavioural tests and
measurements of brain activity using
electroencephalography (EEG) and
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magnetoencephalography (MEG)
are also used to further evaluate
functionalities. This information
on functional connectivity is then
combined with that on structural
connectivity from the DSI, to generate
a map of a living, working brain.
In total, 1,200 people are undergoing
this state-of-the-art scrutinisation on
their brains. This number comprises
300 identical twins, 300 non-identical
twins and 600 non-twin siblings.
Alongside genetic testing, this will
enable researchers to investigate how
much the connectome is shaped by
genes and environmental factors. The
resulting terabytes of data are freely
available to the scientific community
for all imaginable analyses.
While there will undoubtedly be

IN TOTAL, 1,200
PEOPLE ARE
UNDERGOING THIS
STATE-OF-THE-ART
SCRUTINISATION ON
THEIR BRAINS
variations in the wiring patterns
between individuals’ brains, it is
hoped the data gathered from the
large number of healthy adult brains
will lead to an understanding of what
a ‘normal’ connectome looks like.
This can then be compared to maps
from across stages of development,
throughout aging, or to those of
people with neuropsychiatric
disorders. This will allow us to
understand what variations in
connectivity patterns mean. It is
thought that a number of disorders,
such as schizophrenia and posttraumatic stress disorder, are in some
part caused by abnormalities in brain
circuitry. The ability to measure
connections and compare them to a

Nicolas Scrutton wraps his head around a new surgical procedure

baseline ‘healthy’ connectome, could
be invaluable for the diagnosis and
study of these disorders.
Recent results have already revealed
stark differences in connectivity based
on personality traits and lifestyle
choices. A study carried out by the
Oxford branch of the project analysed
the connectome data of 461 people,
alongside data on 280 different
behavioural and demographic
characteristics. A clear distinction
in connectivity patterns was found
between people with ‘positive’
traits and those with ‘negative’. For
example, people with higher levels of
intelligence and better life satisfaction
shared similar wiring patterns, and
these were distinct from people with
so-called negative traits, such as
aggressive behaviour and cannabis
use.
There are well-founded concerns
from some researchers over the
ability of the techniques to produce
a reliable representation of brain
connectivity. For example, rs-fMRI
isn’t a direct measurement of neural
activity, it actually measures changes
in blood flow. This is generally
thought to coincide with changes in
brain activity, as more active areas
would need more oxygen supplied.
However several studies have shown
that increases in blood flow can occur
without increases in neural activity,
and something as seemingly subtle
as a subject’s breathing pattern can
affect the results.
However, a crude, imperfect map
of the brain is believed by many to
be better than none and would be a
major scientific advancement. This
pioneering project is likely to prove
its worth in the coming months and
years as new discoveries emerge
from this incredibly rich dataset that
is delving deeper into the living brain
than ever before.

ANNA ASHTON IS A PHD STUDENT IN NEUROSCIENCE
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e concept of organ
transplantation is a simple
one, in the most basic
sense. You take the organ of a dead,
or living, donor, and place it in or on
a needy recipient. There have been
reports of organ transplants carried
out by Indian surgeons in the 2nd
century BC, and the first ‘modern’
transplantation was carried out by
Swiss surgeon, and Nobel laureate, Dr
Theodor Kocher in 1883.
Medicine has come a long way
since those pioneer procedures. In
2013, the first successful whole face
transplantation was carried out in
Poland, and the first successful penis
and neonatal organ transplantations
were carried out in South Africa and
the UK, respectively. However, the
concept of a whole head transplant
is a thing of monster-stories, of
Frankenstein-esque tales of horror,
something deemed too risky and
unethical to conduct. Italian physician
Dr Sergio Canavero aims to change
that.
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MAPPING THE BRAIN

By December of 2017, Dr Canavero
aims to transplant the head of Valery
Spiridonov, a 30-year-old computer
scientist from Vladimir, Russia,
who suffers from Werdnig-Hoffman
disease. This is a congenital disorder
affecting 1 in 6,000 to 10,000 live
births, caused by the deletion or
mutation of the Survival of Motor
Neuron-1 gene (SMN-1). This genetic
abnormality causes the death of
motor neurons, which in turn lead to
the wasting away of skeletal muscle,
resulting in paralysis. Mr Spiridonov
volunteered for the procedure due
to his desire of a new body before he
dies. “I can hardly control my body
now,” he reports to MailOnline, “I
need help every day, every minute. I
am now 30 years old, although people
rarely live to more than 20 with this
disease…You have to understand that
I don’t really have many choices. If I
don’t try this chance, my fate will be
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very sad. With every year, my state is
getting worse.”
Dr Canavero’s proposal, named the
Heaven-Gemini procedure, is split
into two stages. The patient and
donor are anaesthetised and cooled
to the point of deep hypothermia.
The patient’s head will then be
surgically removed and attached
to the donor’s body, whose head
has been simultaneously detached
by the second surgical team. Once
hypothermia is induced, the human
brain can survive up to 1 hour without
oxygen. The spinal cords would then
be severed by an ultra-sharp blade.
In a paper published in Surgical
Neurology International, Canavero
states “The key to SCF [spinal cord
fusion] is a sharp severance of
the cords [donor’s and recipient’s]
themselves, with its attendant

THE TOTAL
OPERATION COULD
TAKE UP TO 36 HOURS
[…] AND WOULD
COST AROUND £8.5
MILLION

minimal damage… This is a key
point”.
A team of 100+ doctors would carry
out the decapitation procedures
simultaneously, having 45 minutes
to attach all of the anatomical
structures. The spinal cord would
then have to be reconnected, aided
by special substances called fusogens
or sealants. “Sealants ‘seal’ the thin
layer of injured cells in the gray
matter, both neuronal, glial and
vascular, with little expected scarring:

simultaneously they fuse a certain
number of axons in the white matter”,
Canavero explains in his proposal.
The total operation could take up
to 36 hours, required incredible
amounts of coordination between the
two teams, and would cost around
£8.5 million. “I say two years is the
time needed for the team to reach
perfect synchronisation”, Canavero
told CNN. The patient would be kept
in a coma for three to four weeks,
to ensure there would be no head
movements, allowing the nerves to
fuse together. Months of rehabilitation
would follow, but Canavero is
optimistic the patient would regain
mobility within a year.
Of course, Dr Canavero’s ambitious
procedure has been met with
criticism. One major issue with organ
transplants is the immune response
of the host body against the ‘foreign’
tissue. Director of Medical Ethics the
NYU Langone Medical Centre Arthur
Caplan, PhD, declares Canavero
“nuts”. “The level or anti-rejection
medications required (for a relatively
simple face transplant) are so high
they put patients at risk for cancer
and kidney problems. It doesn’t make
sense that you’d poison a new body
with immunosuppressant medication
to make a head transplant work…
it’s not like you can unscrew your
head and put it on someone else,”
Caplan reports to CNN, “If you put
a new head on the body, you are
likely to create someone who is
insane because of the neural inputs
– the chemistry – will be completely
different. The brain would be
completely confused.”
Despite the criticism, Canavero
is adamant that the procedure is
possible. Only time will tell if Mr
Spiridonov will keep his head.

nicolas scrutton is an undergraduate in BIOLOGY
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THE FORCE IS STRONG WITH
THIS LIMB
Laura Krieger looks at how close we are to replacing missing limbs

We

Image Source: https://flic.kr/p/9HoJsA Creator: Mark Longair License: CC BY 2.0

have all seen it in movies:
Peeta Mellark lost his leg
in the Hunger Games and
got a perfect prosthetic replacement
from the Capitol. Anakin Skywalker
in Star Wars lost an arm, and later
on, Darth Vader lost both legs and
his other arm, all of which were
replaced. Years later, when he faces
Luke Skywalker, there were no signs
of any disability from his previous
injuries. Was this due to a fantastic
physiotherapy rehabilitation program,
or their advanced technology?
Prosthetics have come a long way, not
only in Science Fiction, but also in the
real world.

the electrical motor command signal
never reaches its destination –the
muscles, but instead hits a dead end
in the peripheral nerves.
The Icelandic orthopaedics company,
Ossur, has developed the Proprio
Foot. This brain-controlled prosthetic
foot has a motorized ankle that
intercepts the electrical motor
command at the end of the residual
limb. The signal is then transmitted
wirelessly to the prostheses,
where the signal is translated into
movement. There is no lag time
between the user’s intention and
the action, mimicking the work
of a normal foot. Additionally, the
prostheses is equipped with sensors

In the year 2016 around 45 000 people
in England alone are compromised
by limb defects. Limb defects can
be caused by diabetes, cancer,
infection and trauma to the limb
THE SURGERY TAKES
from an accident, or Lightsaber
attack. Prostheses are widely used
ONLY 15 MINUTES!
to compensate for missing limbs.
Neuroscientists and engineers all over
the world are working hard to make
them as efficient as they appear in the and algorithms that automatically
movies.
adapt the angle of the ankle during
movement.
But how can we make the prostheses
more than a mere instrument in place This artificial foot convinces with
of a missing limb, but an active part of its simplicity. There is only one
the person? How do we simulate the
surgery necessary, in which sensors
capabilities of a real arm or leg, and
are implanted in the residual limb
give a person more control over the
muscles where they pick up the
artificial limb?
incoming motor commands. And
the surgery takes only 15 minutes!
The answer may lie in brain
After that, the sensors are supplied
controlled prostheses, a research area
by energy from magnetic coils in
that is showing remarkable results
the prostheses, making the surgery
right now. To understand how one
a once in a lifetime procedure. Two
can control artificial limbs with the
men tested the Proprio Foot for 14
mind, we should have a look at the
months with favourable results. After
physiological foundation of movement
only ten minutes they were able to
first. Usually, the brain sends
control the artificial extension of their
electrical commands via the nervous
body. With that, further benefits came:
system, through the spinal cord and
they were able to redistribute their
then through peripheral nerves to
weight on two feet equally, helping
the muscles in the limb to initiate
them to climb stairs, stand up and
movement. In the case of an amputee,
relieve antagonising back pain caused
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by injury derived poor posture.
Furthermore, the increased use of
their leg halted muscle atrophy and
encouraged muscle growth, giving the
two participants more strength and
stamina for activities. Broader clinical
trials for the Proprio Foot have been
initiated and Ossur hopes to be ready
for the market in three to five years.
One foot will probably cost $25,000 to
$30,000.
Researchers in the United States are
going one step further. Sponsored
by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency and the U.S. Army
Research Office, DEKA Research and
Development Corporation recently
developed a prosthetic arm. The
arm has been nicknamed Luke,
after Mr Skywalker, which is not
only controlled by the mind, but also
enables the user to feel physical
sensation in the artificial fingers. In
Luke, the brain is directly connected
with the prosthetic. Information is
sent from the motor cortex in the
brain to the hand in order to elicit
movement. Furthermore, highly
sensitive pressure sensors on the
artificial hand, resembling the
mechanoreceptors present in the
skin, send signals back to the sensory
cortex creating an actual feeling of
touch for the user; vital for precise
movements. In an experiment
testing the prosthetic, the blindfolded
participant was able to determine
which finger was touched in nearly
100% of the trials.

Payne’s Chain Reaction

This is a quiz with a difference; each answer links to the next forming a chain which can provide clues to any questions
you get stuck on. The links range from as obvious as a shared word to more obscure facts and play-on-words. Finally, in
the spirit of scientific research, collaboration is encouraged!
01 From which deity does Greece’s capital
get its name?
02 Which Roman goddess is found on the
U.S. Medal of Honor and the logo of the
Max Planck Society?
03 During Harry’s time at Hogwarts who
was the head of Gryffindor?

08 What is the name of the area in
an aircraft in which the explosive
ordnance is held?
09 During the 2014 Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow, what unlikely
act of sabotage did Queen Elizabeth
II perform on two Australian
athletes?

04 What is the English title for the Franz
Kafka novel Die Verwandlung?

10 What term is given to consuming
multiple episodes of a TV program
in a single sitting?

05 Set in Japan, in which opera by Puccini
would you find the Humming Chorus?

11 What race is run over 42.195
Kilometres?

06 First shown in 1989 and having its West
End revival in 2014, which Schönberg and
Boublil musical is set during the Vietnam
War?
07 What is the largest city in Vietnam?

12 In George R. R. Martin’s A Song
of Fire and Ice, what is the name of
the huge structure at the northern
border of the Seven Kingdoms?
13 Which film’s title character is a
trash compactor?

14 What name is given to the 24th
of December?
15 Which 12th Century church is
situated in the heart of Aberdeen?
16 Who are the central trio
aboard the USS Enterprise?
17 What do most adults have 206
of?
18 What effect, similar to a chain
reaction, is utilised by Rube
Goldberg machines?
19 With which band did Eric
Clapton originally record his hit
song Layla?
20 Who were the Fab Four?
Puzzle by Nick Payne, a PhD
student in Medical Physics

We will probably have to wait a
long time for this highly advanced
technology to become available for
all of the people who can benefit from
it. These projects show that brain
controlled limbs are a possibility here
on earth, and not only in a galaxy far,
far away.
Laura Krieger is an undergraduate Erasmus
exchange student in Cognitive Science, at the
University of OsnabrUEck
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